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Supplies National Standards

 Vocabulary

Day 1
• Variety of objects from nature    

(can have students collect)
• Mixed media paper 6”x9” (2 pieces 

per student)
• Pencils (1 per student)
• Ultra-fine tip, black, permanent 

marker (1 per student)
• Watercolor pan set (students can 

share)
• Watercolor brushes (1 per student)
• Water cups (students can share)
• Paper towels (1 per student)
• 9”x12” mixed media paper (1 piece 

per student)
• Cold coffee or really strong, dark 

tea for staining paper 

Day 2
• Variety of objects from nature (can 

have students collect)
• Pencils (1 per student)
• Ultra-fine tip, black, permanent 

marker (1 per student)

Day 3
• Watercolor pan set (students can 

share)
• Watercolor brushes (1 per student)
• Water cups (students can share)
• Paper towels (1 per student)
• Ultra-fine tip, black, permanent 

marker (1 per student)

Grade 5
Creating 
VA:Cr2.1.5a Experiment and develop skills in multiple art-making techniques and 
approaches through practice.
VA:Cr2.2.5a Demonstrate quality craftsmanship through care for and use of 
materials, tools, and equipment.

Grade 6
Creating 
VA:Cr2.1.6a Demonstrate openness in trying new ideas, materials, methods, and 
approaches in making works of art and design. 

• Still life
• Study
• Line
• Outline
• Contour Line
• Value
• Color Tone
• Highlight
• Cast shadow
• Craftsmanship
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Daily Lesson Sequence
Day 1
Preparation
• Gather supplies for Day 1. Fill cups with water. Make several cups of strong coffee to use as stain.
• Have students bring in interesting objects from nature to draw. (Rocks are not a good subject matter because they are too 

difficult for students to draw. Sticks, leaves, flowers, nuts and grasses will all work well.)
Sequence of Activity
1. Introduce the lesson using Lesson Introduction, page 11.
2. Demonstrate for students how to create a study using observational drawing. Choose an object to draw. Use the steps of 

observational drawing , page 8.
3. Hand out pencils and two 6”x9” pieces of paper. Allow students to choose two objects from nature to draw. Remind them to 

draw large and fill the paper because it is easier to fill in detail when the drawing is large. 
4. When students are finished demonstrate how to trace over all of lines with ultra-fine tipped permanent marker. When ink is dry 

erase any extra pencil marks and pencil smudges. Hand out ultra-fine tipped permanent markers. Allow students time to work. 
5. Demonstrate how to add color to the studies using water color paints. First have the students observe the color tone changes 

and the shadows in their objects. Demonstrate how to paint a flat layer of color over the object in the lightest color tone 
observed. Water down the watercolor paint by dripping water into the tray. Remind the students that the more water they use, 
the lighter the paint will be. Show the students how to use less water and paint over the light wash of paint in the areas they 
want to be darker. If there is a color change or darker shadows they can try mixing in other colors to create the colors they are 
seeing. Remind them that this is a study, so it is experimenting and looking and practicing so when they get to their bigger piece 
they will know more about lines and colors. Hand out watercolors, water cups, paper towels and brushes. Allow students time to 
work.

6. When students are finished tell them they need to do one more thing to prepare for next time. Hand out 9”x12” papers. Tell 
students to write their names on the back. Demonstrate for them how to brush or pour coffee over the paper to stain it. Then 
lay the papers out to dry. Staining the paper will give it an aged look but will also help the students to avoid the blank white 
paper fear when they begin their drawings next class.

Closure
• Have students write their names on and label their studies. If they are still wet, lay them in a safe place to dry. Place coffee 

stained papers in a safe place to dry. 
• Have students clean up. Review with students using Review Questions, page 15.
• Tell students that next class they will be doing a larger still life drawing and painting using several items from nature. Tell 

students to bring in 5-10 objects from nature to set up in their still life. Objects should be things that will hold their life and will 
not deteriorate since they will need them for several class periods. Tell them to also bring a surprise item to include like van der 
Ast painted in his still lifes.  

Day 2
Preparation
• Collect supplies for Day 2. Remind students several days in advance to bring in their objects from nature and surprise objects.
Sequence of Activity
1. Review with students using Review Questions, page 15. 
2. Have the students get out their still life objects. Demonstrate for the students how to set up their objects in a pleasing 

arrangement. Remind them that they do not have to use all of the objects but should use enough that it looks full and 
interesting.  Encourage them to add their surprise details that they brought along. Make sure the surprises are things they are 
actually looking at and not things from their imaginations.

3. Demonstrate how to begin drawing the still life by mapping out where everything belongs in the sketch. Lightly sketch in the 
basic shapes of objects where they belong on the paper before adding full detail. Hand out coffee stained papers and pencils. 
Allow student time to lightly sketch the shapes of their still lifes in. Rotate throughout the room giving guidance.

4. Demonstrate for the students how to draw the detailed outlines and contour lines on each of the objects in their still life. Allow 
students time to work. 

5. When students are finished have them go over all of their lines with ultra-fine tip permanent marker and erase extra pencil lines. 
Hand out markers and allow students time to work. 

Closure
• Have students rotate throughout the room looking at the still life of others and the drawings. Tell them to observe how each 

student is using lines and contour lines to represent what they see. 
• Have students clean up and hand work in. Have students save still life objects for color reference. 
• Tell the students that next time they will be finishing their pieces by adding color. 
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Day 3
Preparation
• Gather supplies for Day 3. Fill cups with water.
Sequence of Activity
1. Review with students using Review Questions, page 15. 
2. Tell the students that today they will add color to their drawings. Review with students how to observe and create color tones 

and shadows in watercolor painting.
3. Hand out drawings and have students set up their still lifes again. Have them observe light direction, color changes and shadows 

on their still life before they begin.
4. Hand out watercolors, water cups, paper towels, and brushes. Allow students time to work. Rotate throughout the room giving 

guidance.
5. Demonstrate for the students how to use the ultra-fine tip permanent marker to draw the table line. Show them the cast 

shadows in van der Ast’s drawing and demonstrate for them how to add this shadow using lines. This will make the objects look 
like they are sitting on a surface. Remind the students to observe in their still life which direction the light is coming from and 
which direction the cast shadow travels.

Closure
• Have students display their artwork and look at each others work. How is our work like van der Ast’s? How is it different? Where 

do you see highlights and shadows in our pieces? 
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Project  Steps
Day 1
• Line studies of nature objects
• Color value studies of nature objects

Day 2
• Line drawing of nature still life

Day 3
• Fill in line drawing with color and value
• Add cast shadow lines and table line
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Review Questions

Grading Rubric

1   2   3   4   5
1   2   3   4   5 
1   2   3   4   5
1   2   3   4   5
1   2   3   4   5
1   2   3   4   5
Total:      /30

Grade:
Comments:

Nature in Still life

Line and Color Studies                         
Use of Line–outline, contour line                                           
Use of Color–layering of color to create value              

Creativity–in selection and arrangement of objects                                                                

Effort–took time and put forth effort in creating

Craftsmanship–project is neat and edges are clean

1. Who remembers the name of our artist from last week? Balthasar van der Ast
2. Where was he from? The Netherlands
3. What subject did he like to draw and paint? Still life
4. What was unique about his still life? He included surprise objects that would not normally be included in a still life
5. What is it called when an artist does an observational drawing or painting of something just to practice and learn more about it? 

A study 
6. What is the range of value in a color called? Tone
7. What is the lightest tone or value called where the light shines directly on an object? The highlight
8. What is the shadow behind an object called? The cast shadow
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